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The editor does not wish to express any 
profound truths concerning the aims or 
social functioning o f  college; nor does he 
wish to alter any political perceptions by 
his editorial slant. They say that no-one 
reads editorials anyway. This magazine is 
designed to entertain, and maybe to educate, 
i f  you are lacking in that area. There are a 
couple o f  articles which could claim to do 
both. Otherwise there is nothing in this 
tabloid that would change the world or 
topple governments or make you sit up and 
meditate on the evils o f  capitalism, like a 
few others try to do. You could be wasting 
your time if  that’s what you are looking 
for. This magazine is dedicated to all those 
who didn’t write articles when I  asked so 
nicely all those times at meetings. May you 
still enjoy this magazine. That this magazine 
exists is a tribute to a determined team o f  
journo’s who braved the wilds o f  I.H. in 
search o f  the elusive stories; and also to 
those who busted their fingers typing this 
out. So read and remember all the terrific 
times that we had in 1975.
THESE ARE M o r gULLET HOLES
i r  e  tust som eone  po o p u h ì,.
Max Blenkin.
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For anyone who is contemplating travelling when 
they have finished their studies, here is a guaranteed 
unforgettable itinerary: London to Katmandu.
The best way to go is by oneself ( if you are strong 
and male) or if  you’re female, with your strong 
male. Flowever, if  you’re an unattached female as 
I was, there are many travel companies which 
arrange overland coach trips at reasonable prices— 
about $400. I wouldn’t  go in a four wheel drive 
or small combi because' i t ’s a long way, and you 
need to be able to stretch your legs while on 
the road. All one really needs is a good pair of 
boots, jeans, two jumpers, a short coat, a warm 
sleeping bag that rolls into a tiny bundle, a small 
carrying bag, a medical k it (Lomotil are essential) 
and as many traveller’s cheques as you can carry.
A fter leaving London, the first really interesting 
place you come to is Istanbul, formally Constan­
tinople. This noisy, (there are “ Fiorns Prohibited” 
signs everywhere) bustling city stands on the narrow 
Straits of the Dardanelles which separate the 
continents o f Europe and Asia. I was particularly 
taken by the many mosques from whose tall 
minarets the shril wailing of the muezzin calls the 
people to prayer at 5.00 a.m. every morning. 
Istanbul’s bazaar is a handycraft admirer’s 
paradise with over 3,000 shops under the one 
roof. Men beating copper, carving wood, spinning 
and weaving cloth, making jewellery, sewing coats 
o f leather and wool, melting metal and silver; are 
all there— and all ready to bargain for the best 
price for their goods. There I made friends with a 
chap who wanted to make me his fifth  wife. 
Travelling east across northern Turkey, the village 
people tend flocks of sheep and goats, live in 
stone houses sometimes carved out o f the hill 
sides, in much the same way as they have done
fcccffCC¡
for two thousand years. Seeing Mt Ararat you 
wonder if  the ancient monasteries built nearby 
had witnessed the great flood or whether such a 
phenomena ever occurred.
After a thorough search at the borders, travellers 
pass into Iran— a geomorphologist’s dream. Who 
would realize the vast wealth that lies beneath 
these weird desert formations? Teheran is a hot 
bustling city o f contrasts. Suffering from ‘Dehli 
belly’ a bit prematurely, I had a late start one 
day, but headed o ff to the bazaar. There I met a 
young Iranian who invited me home to meet his 
mother. Their home had a little internal garden 
and fountain, while the walls were draped by 
magnificent Persian carpets. There were soft 
hanging lights and Beatles music playing while 
we drank tea and listened to each other stories 
o f our respective countries.
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Afghanistan is one of the more fascinating 
countries on the trip. You feel as if you have 
gone a thousand years back into history.
Bedouins make camp in the desert and drive 
camels loaded with all their wordly possessions 
across the deserts and mountains to be sold at 
Kandahar. Hash-houses where men sip tea and 
chat philosophically about whatever men chat 
about, are on every corner. Meeting two young 
American Peace Corps workers in Kabul, one a 
teacher, the other a nurse. I wished that I could 
stay and become involved in some worthwhile 
work, instead o f just being an observer from a 
travelling gold-fish bowl.
The Khyber Pass is a remarkable access through 
the Hindu Kush mountains. The fortresses along 
the winding road are still manned though we saw 
none, but we were careful not to disturb the /  
tank mines. In the days when the British army 
was there, daily truces would be called, so that 
both sides could go on hunting expeditions. Once 
when a British soldier was killed ‘accidentally’, 
the ‘enemy’ commander apologised profusely and 
requested to be allowed to attend the funeral!
There was a little  piece of home in Pakistan in 
the cricket and hockey we saw being played; a 
legacy from Britain. Adding to the tra ffic  chaos 
of Lahore was the water buffalo, treasured 
possessions and still the chief means of power.
The higlight of the trip was Kashmir in the 
north-west o f India. The perfect serenity of boating 
on Lake Dahl, surrounded by steep snow-capped 
mountains, apst farms, villages and fishermen was 
unforgettable. We stayed on decorated wooden 
house-boats in the care of a young Kashmiri cook
V  Jlu
and house master. Small boats would visit us, 
laded with jewellery, rugs and fine crafts, 
hey’re charming and persuasive salesmen, but 
always open for bargaining. We hired horses and 
rode up the mountain in the snow to a resort 
that was completely white, reminiscent of 
‘Dr Zhivago’ country.
Nepal is truly the roof-top o f the world. You can 
stay as high as you like for as long as you dare! 
Katmandu really does have a bewitching charm. 
The snow covered Himalayas appear like clouds 
hovering twenty thousand feet above you. Hiring 
a bike is a great way to see Katmandu, as the 
fastest vehicles on the road are waggons and 
horses. The bazaar again is just fascinating. You 
wish you had brought some more money to buy 
an ivory carving, an antique pistol or a piece of 
gold jewellery.
I hope I ’ve been successful in whetting your 
appetite to spread your wings before they’re 
clipped by the pressures o f modern life and 
matrimony; and enjoy the pleasures and 
experiences o f an unforgettable journey from 
London to Katmandu.
Ruth Scott.
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Breakfast
International House
Yellow sunshine morning 
and fat sparrow 
Sat on the railing 
Newsprint sorrows 
laid the tables 
And the peoples
respected the silences----
A flowered shirt 
blossoms fragrances 
across morning wishes 
Within these refectory walls 
Huddled protected personnages 
As clustered dandelions 
Postmen transform notices to sonnets 
from K.L. to Rio
Sleeping downs and holiday charades
of evening promises
And day time living
Saturday night party games
and people pass on
the salt sea stung pains
I forgot
When people pass by 
to scare with coffee songs 
And batik wuid cotton angers 
You forgot to think. I forgot the 
words, we forget the chorus 
Words and harmony 
The fat sparrow grows thin 
and flew up away.
Someone dropped a glass of orange juice 
it shattered.
Anne Rigby.
$
a
Dinner I.H. (esp. Fridays)
The child played a game 
Of castles and wizards 
No impressions of surreal Saturdays 
Of telling jokes 
After everyone left.
They forgot how to laugh 
We laughed for them 
for a while
But Saturdays are waterflres 
Like a frozen cat or a bone tree 
A dream d’un homme et d’une femme 
The sporting heroes marched through 
treading shoes of hardened war cries 
The child played a game of magic fridays 
or so they say
I saw you gathering pussy willow in the sunlight 
A girl in a yellow dress 
Asked for love
Sculptor’s web hung with tears.
Anne Rigby.
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THE I.H. SPORTS-CAR CLUB
The I.H. sports-car club is a unique and exclusive 
organization. It has only two members mainly 
because there are only two sports-cars in college. 
These two idiots are well known throughout 
college for their noisy standing starts up Rock 
Street very late at night and also for their 
peculiar brand of jargon with which they bore 
people at meal times. Example:
John: So I rapped her out in top then h it the
anchors, heel-toed down to third and 
grabbed full left lock, h it the hand-brake 
and planted her. WHOW . . . did she 
take off. Dropped to second and left the 
area at six grand.
Max: Yeah! Then what happened?
John: The cop over the road booked me.
The club is comprised of one battered Austin- 
Healey Sprite, which shouldn't even be registered, 
and one Fairlady 1600 which has embarrassed 
its owner by breaking down at most awkward 
moments. These two cars are noted for the time 
spent on them by the owners; time which 
could be better spent studying.
The members have accomplished a number of 
interesting feats, like getting five people into a 
two place car, driving over the grass embankments 
in the uni. parking lot, posing more than any 
other pair of cretins and not having one accident, 
yet. * -
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The 1975 Soiree was held on Saturday September 
13th. On that day, the residents of International 
House ‘aired their differences’ to the many 
visitors who came along—differences in art and 
culture, backgrounds and nationalities, cuisines 
and entertainment.
The weeks preceeding Soiree saw much activity as 
College residents busied themselves with organising, 
cooking and baking, collecting artifacts, building 
props and rehearsing concert items. Several people 
displayed a previously latent cullinary expertise. 
Our mornings were broken by lilting melodies
as IH’s very own All Male Revue went through 
their paces. The games room under G Tower 
became a makeshift vehicle assembly line and 
give birth to a shiny new FJ; previous plans to 
enter full scale production have since been aban­
doned by the designers due to a troublesome 
performance fault—the car develops the DT’s 
when approached by a “boootiful look’in shiela’.
The day itself began somewhat ominously with 
grey skies and light showers; fortunately the 
weather cleared during mid-morning and continued 
to treat us kindly. After much general business,
aa
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IH came to acquire a Mardi Gras atmosphere- 
flags waving atop the entrance, decorations of palm 
leaves, streamers and posters' eye catching displays— 
all bathed in happy, festival-type music.
The common room displays staged throughout the 
afternoon provided visitors with a varied and 
interesting portrayal of international arts, crafts 
and handiwork. Static displays were mounted by 
representatives from Malaysia, Hong Kong, Brazil, 
Africa, Cambodia, Thailand, Maldives, Papua- 
New Guinea, Iran, Fiji and Pacific Islands.
Colourful and attractive, they were admired by all 
visitors and prompted many to quiz and query 
the attendants. Several active displays were also 
featured and these generated much interest— 
the enactment of the Japanese Tea Ceremony, 
a display of living Australian wildlife, tribal 
African hairstyling and billy tea and dampers 
around a campfire.
The French style afternoon tea offered in the 
dining room allowed visitors a relaxing break. 
Delicious French pancakes with jam or honey 
and ice cream were enjoyed by all who tried them.
The activities at IH culminated with the Soiree 
dinner comprising a selection of exotic dishes.
The meal was again very well attended and 
seemingly tireless helpers served Thai meatballs 
with coconut and spice sauce, beef curries,
Chinese chicken marinade, cai zao and nasi 
minyak tomato to appreciative and hungry guests. 
Black Forest cake followed by tea or coffee 
completed a most delicious and enjoyable meal— 
an absolute credit to the many people who 
laboured so long to prepare it.
And then to Mayne Hall where the concert 
comperes, John Wylie and Phil Gasteen, shared 
with the audience reminiscences of their world 
travels. They unveiled artistic Thailand dancers, 
colourful dancers in national costume from Greece 
and Scotland, stiring rhythms from Africa and 
Fiji. An exciting and dazzling display of Tae Kwon 
Do was a fitting memory of the Eastern Martial 
arts. American imperialism profoundly impressed 
our travellers. Malaysia unfolded as a delicate and 
beautiful land, filled with variety and contrast.
The homeshores were remembered as a great place 
to be young and carefree—like Normie and his 
Newcastle mates driving up and down Hunter 
Street in their hot FJ’s—and as a fierce, merciless 
land with a unique, harsh beauty-a land perhaps 
of poignant contrast.
An International Fashion Parade concluded the 
concert and marked the end of the days activities.
3og, *- ftNNe
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It had been a most successful day in terms of 
‘airing our differences’—all the more because it was 
done in a united manner with co-operation and 
participation from everyone. And this is the really 
great thing about Soiree—none of us is so different 
that we can’t get along with and enjoy another 
persons customs and tastes.
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PARAPET
This year the IH Parapet Club was formed. A t 
the inaugural meeting, the following office 
bearers were elected.
Patron: Mr Boobs Butler Esq.
President: Mr Max Blenkin 
V-Pres.: Mr Mango Maskiell Esq.
Secretary: Mr Yank Pearson 
Treasurer: Mr Morty Mortimore Esq.
P.R. Officer: Mr Rockape Bell
Undertaker: Mr Bazza Schmidt
Traffic Control Officer: Mr Flap-Ears Frail
First-Aid Officer: Mr Crunch Christie
Toll Collector: Mr I.M.B. Cribb, B.A., B.Ed., M.A.CE.
CONSTITUTION
—  Anyone using the parapet and not being a 
member to be fined 1 buck
—  Brown Eyes to be flashed only on ceremonial 
occasions and only then at the discretion of the 
executive in council
—  Signals of intentions must be given at all times
—  Only the executive allowed to look into the 
rooms on the way past
—  Observers sights to be reported to the executive 
as soon as possible
Vv,, W
ON FINING
—  Anyone busted by the toll collector must put 
in Vi doz. to the end of the year parapet ball
—  Club w ill cover cost of fine
—  No standing any time
—  No perving or pissing (executive may overrule 
this)
SPEED LIMITS
—  Paralytic .... on all fours. Do not exceed .2
—  Dead drunk .... on all threes (one hand for glass)
—  Giggly —  Flat as a strap
— Sober .... use the stairs
HAZARDS TO BE KNOWN AND NOTED 
1. Open Windows 2. Low expressway entrances 
3. Mango's Brown 'Eyes 4. Ern the possum 
5. Toll Collector 6. Dead stubbies
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
—  The president, Mr Max Blenkin reported that he 
thought the club had done a fine job all year 
round. He did however urge for the provision of 
covered walkways, and a non-slip tartan track.
—  The vice president, Mr Maskiell announced his 
intention to make the gutters run Rosé all year 
round.
. ■ ■
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— The secretary, Mr Pearson reported that Telecom 
Australia had lost three postmen trying to deliver 
mail to his office.
—  The treasurer, Mr Morty Mortimore reported 
that the club had a healthy bank balance of 64 
dollars 73 cents, some of which will be invested 
in shares and some to pay members fines.
—  The PR Officer reported of his goodwill 
meeting with the Warden. "We seem to be on 
different levels" he said.
—  Undertaker, Mr Bazza Schmidt reported that 
business was falling off.
—  Traffic control officer, Mr Rod Frail said that 
due to extensive peak hour traffic, external 
students would have to travel outside the railings.
—  The first aid officer, Mr Bruce Chrispie reported 
that John O'Ryans window was open at skull 
height on the night of Sat. 9th Nov.
—  The toll collector declined to attend.
CORRESPONDENCE
IN.... this is serious .... Mr I.M.B. Cribb
are you guys serious .... Commonwealth Bank.
OUT
—  so are we
—  yes we are.
BUSINESS
— Mr Bell proposed the females should be allowed 
to join the club in 1976. Motion defeated 200 to 1. 
(proxy votes included) on the grounds that it 
would lead to parapet promiscuity.
—  The vice president, Mr Maskiell moved ... and 
everybody left the room. On the way out the 
patron said that the meeting would adjourn 
anyway to have refreshments in the cellar and 
that the Vice President could join in five minutes. 
Passed unanimously ....
/4s m o s }  FÇ.Cju(a.r 
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A FIRST COURSE IN INTERIOR DECORATING
During the course of my stay at IH, I acquired 
useless and useful fragments of knowledge. One of 
these treasures was a one night course I undertook 
in room rearrangement.
I am sure many of you have often thought how 
stark a college room is. This feeling is amplified 
around exam times; so much so, in fact, that 
you feel you must help your fellow resident to 
enjoy life more by giving him a suitable change 
of environment. This can best be achieved by using 
that humble implement:—the SCREWDRIVER.
The following is a step by step guide on how to 
ensure that the college has something to smile 
about for the next day or so.
STEP 1: Select the subject to whom this sudden 
joy is about to befall; then ensure that he or she 
will be out of the room for a sufficient length of 
time for the design team to complete its task.
(a diversion of the opposite sex is usually the 
most effective means.)
STEP 2: By fair means or foul, obtain entry to 
the victim’s room. Once installed, remove all 
clothing from the cupboards and carefully pack 
away in a safe place, (someone else’s room will do) 
This ensures that no harm will befall them in the 
course of activities. Also if the owner does not 
find his clothes for a couple of weeks, this is 
certain to amuse those close by; especially if the 
victim is only left with the clothes he wears.
STEP 3: Most college beds extremely uncomfort­
able; hence turn the bed upside-down and place 
the mattress on top to provide a restful airbed.
STEP 4: Doors create a problem in that they 
require considerable floorspace. It is therefore a 
good idea to remove all hinges from the doors so 
that they no longer swing out and use such a 
large amount of area.
To ensure that no accidents occur, remove all 
hinges and locks to prevent the unwary from 
pulling them down.
STEP 5: The college desk is held in place by 
eight screws. By removing these and relocating 
the desk (e.g. on the balcony) extra floor space 
is provided, as well as giving a less stuffy study 
atmosphere. It can be very pleasant studying on 
the balcony, especially during winter.
STEP 6: You may find other small objects 
which hinder free movement. These can be 
removed at will using personal discretion. The 
final step is to take down the curtains so that 
you can share in your friend’s delight as he 
steps into his new room. It is safest to observe 
from a distance; and not laugh too loud.
Footnote: Glory-hunting; that is, to inform the 
recipient of the above good works as to those 
responsoble, is generally frowned upon. The 
author hopes that this easy to follow guide will 
inspire you on to greater feats, since college is 
such an unexciting place.
Anon (for obvious reasons)
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This year has been a good one as far as the 
International Smut and Intelligence Gathering 
Organization (I.S.I.G.O.) is concerned. While the 
elected spys have done a lousy job, I.S.I.G.O. 
has infiltrated every nook and cranny. Naturally 
this is a top secret organization, the member of 
which would prefer to remain unknown for 
reasons which will become clear as you read on.
If you think that your deeds have escaped our 
attention you are dead wrong. It was probably 
too trivial to rate a mention. And if you think 
that some of this is a bit nasty you should have 
heard what didn’t get put in! All defamation suits 
should be addressed:
c/- Australian Govt Meteorological Station 
Mawson Base Camp,
Antarctica.
Beware! You are being watched by I.S.I.G.O. 
General Department
— Our resident wine expert, SRA, also has other 
expert qualities—plagiarising his wine notes. It was 
found by astute investigation that the wine reports 
in a number of Feedbacks were copies verbatim 
from an Australian wine booklet.
— Graeme Baguley is living on the dole.
— Thiva’s panel van is rumoured to have four on 
the floor and two in the back. Enough said!
— Bob Minchin finds the atmosphere at the top 
of F tower hard to take. The feeling is probably 
mutual.
— Stray poodles beware! Watch out for doggie 
dissectors in E tower, under the guidance of head 
cutter Bill Tranter.
— Razi; What do you say when you spring the 
vice-chancellor’s daughter?
New Romance Department
—  Bill Cowden’s romance for this month is 
himself—Oh yes he can still find time to see 
Sue P. in between fish feeding times.
— The Biggies of IH has done a bit low straffing 
round 506.
— And Helen Cameron enjoys flying by the seat 
of her pants.
— Carsten’s calculations have taken over from 
Billy Graham’s exhortations as far as Janette W. 
is concerned.
— Island hopper lands in Fiji. Aloh Joe.
— Chris “Burns a hole in my pants” Auld has 
given up pole vaulting for broad jumping.
— Pru and Gibbo would like to announce that 
they have gone stereo. Birth announcement: 
both are hoping for quad(s) next year.
— Harrison, Attorney at law, has taken on a 
junior partner.
On/Off Department
— Mango is always scoring or winning.
— Much to the relief of college social workers 
and punters, Toddy and George are back together 
again. Starting prices were— 6-4 on and evens off.
External Affairs Department
— Belly has found a high rankin’ female companior
— Donna “Will it or won’t it?”
QEE2 :  »MILL '/Q U  LOQ K 
A T THAT- W O W  I  
WAiT T IL L  X T £ L L
THfc BOVS.
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— From St Johns with love: Alice and Anneli.
— Carole loves a red mini on hot August night- 
for that matter September, October and November,
— Margie W.—Same island, different chief, Bwana.
— Susie C—double bed Bambino with a sun roof.
Serious Department
—  John Wylie made two sacrifices this year; his 
M.G. TC, and his bachelorhood. In a rare serious 
moment the authors wish them lotsaluck.
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Open Curtain Department 
To the following people we would like to offer 
the following advice: Close your curtains or 
provide spectator seating.
Charlie Kratzer 
Wes Wong 
Allistar Twigg 
Richard Seato 
Rick Harbolevic
New Arrivals Department
— Skippy has experiences a heavy dew at three 
in the morning.
-  Big Bad Black Bart a fart smella (typing error) 
er we mean a smart fella.
— Neva drop your guard! Best right cross in 
college.
-  Andrew Burton is a terrifip-demopstrater; 
demonstrating his drinking abilities the first night 
in college at 4.30 in the morning with the boys.
Lousy Drivers Department
-  Rod Frail is AC/DC. i.e. He has people run 
up his backside and runs up other people’s 
backsides.
— Depending on which way you look at it,
John O’Ryan might be classed as a lousy driver.
At least he hit the other guy intentionally.
Hard Luck Department
No-one in college has really had hard luck, though 
John O’Ryan is rather unfortuante in that the guy 
he rammed has caught up with him. That could 
be rather expensive.
W.O.G. Department (W.O.G.- Worthy Overseas 
Gentlemen)
Contrary to popular belief, Mike’s father does not 
run a fish and chip shop in King’s Cross. He runs 
a pizza house in the Rocks. Haven’t you heard 
of Papa Larobinas?
Missed Out Department
With all due respect to Jim Chiu we cannot see 
how he got the Silver Spurs. We won’t mention 
any names, but our candidates initials are S.A.D. 
and he gets phone calls 24 hours a day. Our 
second choice would have to be J. O’R. who is 
a bit gummed up right now.
In another serious moment we think that funny 
pommie lady out the front of Cribb’s zoo should 
be voted voice of Australia; “mrrrrrrrrrr 
Winnnnnnnderrrrrrs, please clean the dog mess off 
the walkways.”
Take Away Department
If cannot contact Frail, Pearson, Twigg etc, ring 
3715348 and ask for a dirty table. If they cannot 
be contacted there try cellar, Harrys or bed.
Disputed Returns Department 
—Butler—What can we say that isn’t defamatory? 
— Phil Gasteen—Hurro, Government erections in 
Japan Ah So?
A.A. Department
Toddy: “We’re missing 24 cartons of gin and 
6 cartons of dry vermouth.”
Jimmy: “Where’s Bung Pearson?”
Toddy: “He’s down at the pool.”
Jimmy: “Stop him you fool! He’s making a giant 
martini!”
Butler: “For my next death defying trick I’ll 
roll off the Storey Bridge in a barrel of rum.”
Mr Cribb: “You idiot you’ll be smashed on the 
rocks!”
Butler: “I’ll be smashed long before I reach the 
rocks, Baby.”
Executive Department
George: “Madame President, I’M having trouble 
with the books.”
Lynelle: “Why is that, treasurer?”
George: “The matches are wet.”
cowe UP AMP SEE N \ e  S O /V » e n /*€ ¿
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boating in papua 
new guinea
One of the joys of living in the tropics is sailing! 
One windy afternoon John and I invited a couple 
of friends who had never been sailing before, to 
join us on a ‘flight’ to Fisherman’s Island. The 
wind must have been blowing at thirty knots, 
and we literally flew for the three miles to the 
island. When we arrived, we hauled the catamaran 
up onto the beach and set out to explore the 
island.
A few minutes later, I looked up and out to sea, 
and saw a little yellow sail on the horizon! Our 
catamaran! We all dashed back to the beach which 
was about five hundred yards away. John arrived
there first and gallantly stripped off to the skin, 
dived in and began swimming towards the yellow 
dot. After eight strokes he realized his efforts 
were in vain and began to back-stroke.
Exhaustedon the beach we sorrowfully watched our 
little cat disappearing across the sea. Then we 
were attracted by the sound of an outboard motor 
which was attached to a native lakatoi, heading 
straight towards our wayward boat.
Twenty minutes later, we were expressing grateful 
thanks to our fishermen friends. We hauled the 
boat up on to the beach, lowered the sail, and 
continued our exploring.
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On the way back from a fabulous day’s water 
skiing at Salamoa our fifteen foot speed boat 
broke down. The four men on board began 
energetically paddling with skis. I hitched up a 
makeshift sail to catch the good breeze, and we 
headed towards Lae, ten miles away.
By night fall it was raining and cold, so we 
huddled together to ‘sleep’ for the night. Our 
little boat was like a cork in the rough seas and 
the other girls stomach violently objected. By 
five in the morning we had drifted within two 
miles of Lae. We talked expectantly of breakfast 
and the warm beds awaiting our tired aching 
bodies.
However, there is a large river that flows into the 
Huon Gulf called the Markham, and soon we 
realized we were being carried back out to sea 
at a rapid rate by the river and tidal influence.
By mid morning we were twenty miles out to 
sea, with the shoreline just visible on the horizon.
John opened the esky in which cans of S.P. 
were floating; to catch some rain. We might need 
it. We were heading for South America! Planes 
were flying overhead, neither circling or dipping 
their wings in response to our frantic shouting 
and waving. We were convinced that no-one was 
searching for us, and that we’d be buried at sea 
in unmarked graves.
Then at about 2.00 p.m. we saw a boat away in 
the distance. Was it a boat or just another 
floating log? Yes it was a boat, and had changed
direction, heading straight for us! Hurray! We’re 
saved! "My wife won’t be going on a world trip, 
after all!”
We decided we would try something a little 
bigger, so managed a trip from Lae to Rabaul 
on a coastal trading vessel of about 700 tons. 
Coming into Rabaul harbour at night was superb 
with black hills and the lights of the town 
shimmering across the water. The wharf we were 
heading for had four huge bright lights, the middle 
two of which were blocked out by something 
square. We presumed it to be cargo on the wharf. 
As we approached the wharf, the bosun was up 
on the bow while the captain stood on the bridge. 
Both held two way radios. As we drew closer, the 
engines just turning over at their lowest rate, we 
heard the bosun at the bow yell a warning into 
the radio. The captain let forth a string of unin­
telligible verbage and yelled for full speed 
reversal of engines!
Loud panic followed, and it wasn't long until we 
realized what had been blocking the big wharf 
lights—a British nuclear submarine!
Out of its black superstructure popped white 
Pomms who ran up and down along the sub­
marine’s narrowdeck, quickly realizing that they 
had nearly been chopped in half by a common 
little trading boat.
If any of our I.H. friends are up in Papua New 
Guinea, in the next two years, get in contact 
with us. We’ll take you boating!
Ruth Scott.
rms is the
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SOCIAL fS/NG
CHIU
This year we have diverted somewhat from the 
previous years in presenting the social functions. 
We have tried out some new ideas and substituted 
in place of traditional but repetitive functions of 
the past years. I do not wish to burden you with 
details of each event since most of you would 
have been at them. At this point, I wish to con­
gratulate the college members and I stress that 
there are many who came to our functions and 
helped to make them successful.
There are a few points I wish to bring up 
concerning the various functions, especially the 
new ones introduced this year.
The barbecue at J.C. Slaughter falls in the early 
weeks of first semester proved to be a success 
since it provided an opportunity for people to 
get to know everybody early in the semester.
B o o b s  • w e « 'e  o e rrtrjc, n e a r  t u e  B o tto m
O f  rf/e K E C ,!
0 6 L U E -  iO U 'R E  J U S T  N O T  P u L L i N  Q T U e
TH iN Q  H ftR P  E4CXJQH.
Many suggestions had been put forward in the 
past years along the lines that there should be 
more social functions in the first semester. We 
decided to give it a try with a dinner dance held 
at college. On the whole, opinion was that this 
was worthwhile and I suggest that a similar 
function, on a bigger scale be held in the coming 
semester. I apologise for the inconvenience caused 
to some college members who could not obtain 
tickets due to limited numbers that could be 
fitted into the dining room.
A ¡ -  KEJV A  To BOO 6 6  : P\Y D E  A  R ie ,  YOU
Looh( PeR^ccru.Y  R€«ocr//v<¡ ¿
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Song Kran night, needless to say, was a grand 
success due to the enthusiasm shown by the 
majority. I feel that this should be continued in 
the years to come.
In an attempt to raise money to cut the cost of 
tickets for the formal, we ran a bingo night in 
May. Due to clashes with several other functions 
on campus, this did not prove to be as financially 
successful as we had hoped.
The ‘witches night’ was an example of the kind of 
activities we could have more often; costs amounted 
to zero.
The formal—though a financial failure, it was com­
pensated by a happy night overall, especially with 
the keen interest shown by college members.
Fancy dress ball in conjunction with O.S.S. 
presentation night was a success. This was a time 
when one could see the creative nature and the 
more ‘naked’ characteristics of some college 
members!
We regret that the car ralley had to be cancelled 
due to many clashes with sporting fixtures. It is 
proposed to hold the car rally in first semester 
next year.
It has been a good happy year and we look 
forward to better times to come. I wish to extend 
my sincere thanks to everybody, who in their 
own little ways had helped to brighten up college 
life throughout the year; to the executive 
committee’s finance and assistance; and most of 
all to the social committee members, for without 
them, our social year would not have been as 
joyful as it has turned out to be. By giving a 
little, you and everybody else will gain a hell of 
a lot.
Jim Chiu (Social Convenor)
Gleßo: someone PLcAse saeezc r *e \
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With the emphasis upon “make the best of 
orientation week because your first is the one 
you remember.” The new and old students in a 
week of successful orientation.
College activities were planned for the evenings 
leaving the days free for participation in university 
and faculty activities.
As usual most of the new students filtered in 
during the first Sunday whilst the older students 
arrived during the week. A barbecue on Sunday 
night was followed by a college slide show. Some 
lucky first years were given a detailed tour of 
the university by Bob Heath on the monday 
morning. For tuesday night the Toombul ice 
skating rink was booked. About fifty people 
turned up for a very enjoyable night. Surprisingly 
there were no cases of drowning or frost bite, 
but there were plenty of sore ankles and wet 
backsides. This night was also a success in that it 
brought everyone together. There was mixing of 
the new and old students as well as the 
Australian and overseas students.
A combined function with OSS was held on 
Wednesday night. OSS supplied the band and the 
grog for which they must be thanked. Thursday 
night was a sports night at the university gym and 
friday night the movie “Paper Moon” was shown.
A dinner dance on Saturday night was well 
attended, making it a successful end of week 
function. Finally on Sunday afternoon was the 
usual hockey match followed by a barbecue in 
conjunction with the alumni.
Steve Yelland
"thecRqwp was pis^ppoimtep -  spectaroes a t  Foorte,
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The committee which was formed over twenty 
years ago to conduct a survey as to the need for 
International House not only recommended that 
International House be established but also made 
recommendations as to the type of College it 
should be.
Although lack of suitable accommodation was a 
factor particularly in the case of Overseas students 
this was not the only need which was considered. 
The lack of suitable accommodation meant that 
Overseas students naturally tended to live together 
in whatever accommodation they could find and 
because of the lack of facilities there was no 
opportunity for an exchange of ideas, cultures etc 
with other Overseas groups or Australian students.
The objects of International House have been 
clearly stated and since 1965 when the College 
opened these objects in most respects have been 
carried out.
International House is a non-denominational 
College. It does maintain a 50% Overseas student 
and 50% Australian student ratio in residential 
places. It is a co-educational College and this 
was also recommended. And as recommended, it 
has 150 students in residence; this being the 
suggested maximum.
The facilities are available for the resident students 
to join in all cultural, social and recreational 
activities, organised within the College,but these 
facilities in the College are not yet adequate to 
include non-resident students at the University 
in these activities.
I believe that International House, now in its 
eleventh year of operation, has come a long way 
since it first opened with 64 male students on 
March 1st 1965.
The buildings required to complete the programme 
are a larger dining room, and an administration 
block and both of these are planned for the next 
triennium which commences January 1st 1977. 
When these are built the existing dining room will 
become a common room.
It was suggested that I should write about 
International House in the future as I see it and 
although the foregoing certainly does not do that, 
on reflection I find that my hopes for International 
House in the future are based on the recommenda­
tions made over twenty years ago.
I hope that in the future International House will 
always be:
A non-denominational College 
A co-educational College 
That the residential places will not exceed 150 
as at present.
That the 50% Overseas and 50% Australian 
residential places ratio will be retained.
And finally I hope that when the building 
programme is completed and extra facilities 
available it will result in non-residential students 
both Overseas and Australian using International 
House as a meeting place with the students in 
residence for cultural, social and recreational 
activities.
Bert Martin
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the peal Politik
The best illustration of the role of International 
Houses and crises in international affairs would 
come from the International Students’ House at 
London University, and from the Warden for 
Overseas Students there, Miss Mary Trevelyan. 
Picture this scene —
Place:— Warden’s study, I.H. Students House, 
London
Time:— Start of Arab-Israeli Six Day war 
Enter:— deeply distressed Arab student, Ahmed, 
gesticulating furiously.
Ahmed “I am leaving University today. I am going 
home to fight and kill every Jew I can 
until Israel is no more!”
Miss Trevelyan “Surely you don’t mean what you 
say. How about Joseph, your room mate. 
He is from Israel. Surely you would not 
kill him?”
Ahmed “Of course not Joseph is my friend!”
A simple story and a true one. What of our own 
experience in Queensland?
International House began on 1st March, 1965 
with thirty Australian males and thirty two 
overseas male residents. Of our four tutors one 
was from Pakistan and one was from India. We 
were soon faced with the conflict on the Indian 
sub-continent. Feelings ran high and personal 
relations were tense. In 1965 we had formal 
dinners five nights a week and, for some days, 
each of the protagonists studiously sat as far away 
from each other as High Table would allow. This 
was obvious to all members of the college. One 
night to my amazement as we filed in to High 
Table, the two sat studiously together and 
continued to do so during the whole of the crisis 
period.
Then followed the Malaysian and Indonesian 
confrontation, an occurrence of some concern, 
but not of the same great magnitude. Any crucial 
tensions were easily diluted when all of the 
Indonesians attended en bloc the annual ‘Malam 
Bersama’ organised by the Malaysian Students’ 
Organisation.
More recently we have had to face the war in 
South Vietnam and ultimately the fall of Saigon. 
Obviously in any community of 150 souls there 
are all shades of political opinion. What was most 
clear during the protracted and unfortunately 
almost totally unsuccessful attempts to evacuate 
Vietnamese families, was the reaL.concern for those 
in College for the plight of our students’ families 
and for the anguish that these students were 
suffering (as most still are). What thoughts of 
comfort or discomfort can be drawn from our 
experiences of the past eleven years?
In almost 2000 years little progress has been made 
in securing real world understanding. Thomas Hardy 
in Christmas, 1924 wrote:
“Peace on Earth,” was said. We sing it.
And pay a million priests to bring it.
After two thousand years of mass
We’ve got as far as poison gas” .
History since then tells the tale of nationalism, 
nationalism and even more nationalism. What can 
any dedicated internationalist do in the face of 
such a dynamic force? I would suggest that only 
the power of an enlightened and aroused public 
opinion can help us. National Governments cannot 
be expected to adopt anything other than totally 
self-interested policies in international affairs unless 
their leaders can see beyond the narrow interests 
of nation, or are forced to do so by the public 
opinion. Utopian though this may sound, within 
the last decade in this country alone, we have 
witnessed public opinion gradually change on crucial 
issues such as involvement in the Vietnam war and 
conscription.
What part can International House be expected to 
play in the creation of an enlightened world 
opinion? Firstly, it provides a ‘Kanyana’—a meeting 
place—where people of many countries come 
together. This gives each of us the somewhat unique
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opportunity to begin a quest for personal under­
standing-understanding of changes taking place in 
athe world beyond our own native country, changes 
which affect the well-being, happiness and, indeed, 
the very survival of us all. At the same time, 
provided we are interested enough, International 
House also gives us the chance to begin to know 
and understand the culture, customs and, more 
importantly, the problems faced by other human 
beings who live elsewhere in the world. With 
understanding, surely comes compassion and 
appreciation.
We can assume that the Alumni of International 
House, who, each year, venture out all over the 
world to take up their provessional careers, will 
become in the course of time by virtue of their 
high level of education, if for no other reason, 
opinion leaders in their own country. This hope­
fully, is where their ‘internationalism’, fostered in 
this College will be reflected in their desire to 
create an enlightened public opinion among their
own people about other nations and their 
problems; and in a softening of the worst aspects 
of chauvinistic nationalism and its replacement by 
a genuine pride in all that is good in their own 
country and an understanding and appreciation 
of all that is good in others.
We realise that the role open to International 
House in the area of international understanding 
is a minescule one, but we firmly believe that the 
concept of international brotherhood is still a 
workable one and that the discrepancy between 
the ideal and its practice is, in large measure, 
correctable by human beings. In pursuit of this 
ideal all International Houses throughout the 
world adopt the following principle:
“As light begets light, so love friendship and good 
will are passed from one to another. We who have 
come from many countries to live in one 
Fellowship in International House promise one 
another to pass the light wherever we go” .
So be it!
E ß N lE  TWE POS-Su M ’ CHPlSTilE  COOIOhIQ F O R  S 0 l(? C C
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Re: Parties at armory during exams.
I.H. vs C.M.F.
I.H.-10 defeat C.M.F.-O
On a Saturday night of late, and late it was, in 
fact it was 1.30 a.m. early on a Sunday morning 
of late, that this epic battle took place.
On our side (listed in order of bravery above and 
considerably beyond the call of duty) were: Max 
“Blood and Guts” Flood (Scotland), Bruce “Loose 
Tongue” Moore (Aust.), John “Mad Bomber” 
Pearson (Aust.), Rick “Mean Pick” Harbolovic 
(U.S.A.), Greg “Ammo” Gilson (Aust.), and other 
unknown defenders of I.H. pride, integrity and 
forthrightness. On their side, not necessarily in 
any order, were hundreds of drunken soldiers.
Realizing that the odds were obviously heavily in 
our favour, “Loose Tongue” Moore, using all the 
powers of discretion he could muster, shouted out 
to our noisy multitudinous opponents, requesting 
that they cease their aural assault on I.H. i.e. 
E-tower, and most particularly his person. He 
received an immediate response, highly typical of 
those heard at student gatherings and public bars; 
informing him that he should stick his request in
one of his mòre intimate areas. Bruce then rather 
stridently uttered a personal judgement about his 
offender. In fact, although I am not certain on 
this point, I believe the comment implied in no 
uncertain terms that this person was most certainly 
not over endowed with grey matter. This innocent 
statement elicited a vicious verbal onslaught of the 
lowest moral order aimed at the students of I.H.
Max Flood, being a very pious person, in the true 
sense of the word, was so appalled and offended 
by this eflusion of oaths and other bad language 
emanating from our normally peaceful neighbours, 
that he vociferously proclaimed to our attackers 
that he would “set the lot of them straight single 
handedly.” Although they could not possibly have 
“underrrstoooooood a worrd he saidd,” the sheer 
belicosity with which his voice “crrroaked” out 
set fear in their hearts, and assured us that 
psychologically our battle had been won! No one 
was game to take him on. From that point on 
the battle was a down hill fight for I.H. The 
forces of right were winning the war for quiet in 
the night. Shortly after “Blood and Guts” Flood 
had set the enemy quivering in their boots,
Rick “Mean Pick” Harbolovic utterly confused 
them by using his fake American accept, leaving 
them to believe that he was from Texas. “Mad 
Bomber” Pearson and “Ammo” Gilson, not to be 
out done by the previous acts, bravely hurled 
several abuses on the enemy which truly had a 
dampening effect on their assault. The end of the 
conflict, as our attackers fled in defeat (and de 
mud), saw I.H. far and away the winners (as 
judged by an outsidepolling agency) with the final 
score exactly, if calculated by the standard bloggs 
approximate method, I.H. 10 — C.M.F. 0. But lest 
we become over confident and let our guard down, 
let us not forget that next year as every year just 
prior to exams we will once again be called upon 
to meet the challenge of noise from our 
neighbours.
B ill Cowden
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the graduate
by R o d  Frail
You’re going to set the world of Journalism 
alight—but Editors don’t like graduates and there 
are a few hundred applicants for every cadetship. 
Your future is about as certain as the Melbourne 
Cup. You start to wonder why you spent four 
years at University.
Over the years you’ve learned to come to grips 
with all the doubts, fears and insecure feelings 
associated with being at University. Now there 
are all the same feelings that go with life in the 
Big League with which to contend. You don’t 
have to worry about earning money over the 
holidays so you can spend it next semester, just 
the rest of your life.
Was it you who dreamt of the day he’d be out 
there earning a living? You look back at that 
little glass dome on the hill. Suddenly, your 
friends are on the inside and you’re on the 
outside—“and baby its cold outside” . That 
intellectual hothouse seething with ideas, frustra­
tions, aspirations, is an isolated microcosm, the 
centre of intellectual awareness far enough 
removed from the outside to look at things 
objectively, but often too far away to appreciate 
reality. At best, it is viewed with apprehension by 
the community, and at worst seen as some Left- 
wing inspired plot designed to infiltrate society.
It may have felt pretty mature to be a University 
student after leaving high school. You could do 
Bohemian things, not only because you felt like 
doing them and simply did them, but because 
you were a student and after all students were 
expected to do things like that, even if the 
Establishment didn’t approve of them.
But you were still in an incubator, and the 
people on the outside who make the wheels go 
round, aren’t queing up to fight over you when 
you get shunted out the exit end of the factory, 
with a voice behind you saying, “You’re great 
kid, get out there!”
You’re 22, people your age have already been 
fighting for a place in the world of Commerce 
for four years—and you’ve got to get out there 
and convince somebody that you’re worth some­
thing to him, that you’re worth a bit more 
because you’ve been in storage for four years.
“Bottled by the University of Queensland under 
licence from the Australian tax-payer. The greatest 
care has been taken in the preparation of this 
product, including careful fashioning over four 
years with special attention paid to developing 
intellectual skills and mature reasoning ability.
No expense has been spared so that the consumer 
will appreciate the contents, right down to the 
smart mortar-board packaging.”
“University Graduate 1971” . A good year? We 
won’t know until we uncork it and savour the 
contents.
T his is a  p a i r  o f  P u S H - e i k i E s .
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WATERGATE
PRESIDENT S REPORT
1975 was destined to be an exceptional year from 
the start. In the Chinese calendar, it was the Year 
of the Rabbit, associated with good luck. As well, 
it was proclaimed International Women’s Year, 
and, closer to home, it marked the tenth 
anniversary of the opening of International House.
With these last two events in mind, I took up 
office, hoping that, with a little of the luck of 
the Rabbit, I might be equal to the task of 
leading the Students’ Club through the year. 
Certainly there have been moments of disappoint­
ment, but I hope that 1975 will be remembered 
rather for its successes.
“Brotherhood” is a noble ideal, and I believe one 
should strive to achieve it, but it cannot be 
forced. It must be an individual experience that is 
allowed to “happen”. However the Students’ Club 
can do much to encourage this “happening” , 
simply by ensuring that ample opportunities exist 
for social encounter amongst all the students.
I believe this has been our greatest achievement 
this year. Whether a growing understanding and 
acceptance of others has resulted is up to the 
individual to judge, but the opportunities for 
encounter have been there—in the excellent 
Orientation Week programme, carried out under 
the direction of Steve Yelland; in the full and 
varied Social calendar initiated by Jimmy Chiu 
and his committee, involving a greater percentage 
of the students than ever before; in the more 
intimate atmosphere provided by the Sunday 
Suppers, carried on this year under the guidance 
of Janice Dickinson; in the Sports programme, 
involving not only the players but also the 
support of the spectators; in the Soirée, this 
year organised by Wayne Hein and involving 
almost everybody in our contribution to the 
wider community; and even in the nightly 
gatherings around the coffee urn and the College 
Shop, kept stocked full of goodies this year by 
Michael Kingsford and attended by his smiling 
band of willing assistants.
One of my own hopes for this year was realised 
to a certain extent in the increased use of 
International House as a home for all overseas
SCfìflDflL
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students, not only those resident here. There was 
of course a very great participation of our own 
students in the O.S.S. International Night, but 
as well International House was chosen as the 
venue for two very successful O.S.S. social 
functions—one in Orientation Week, and another 
in conjunction with our own Fancy Dress Ball.
I sincerely hope that this function of International 
House as a meeting place for all overseas students 
will continue to be encouraged.
What must be highlighted as a major success for 
the year is the Tenth Anniversary Celebrations 
of International House. Witness to the value 
placed on the International House experience was 
the “standing room only” in Martin Hall, filled 
by such a great number of ex-Internationals who 
had made the effort to attend the function.
Many had been resident as far back as 1965, 
and it was a wonderful opportunity for the 
present students to exchange memories and 
experiences with them.
Another hope realised, albeit only in part, was 
the success of our negotiations with the 
University Administration to have the environ­
ment around the Maintenance Workshops adjacent 
to International House improved. The present 
landscaping is a direct result of continued
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pressure by the Students’ Club—not to mention 
the old confrontation with bitumen-laying 
machines! What has been disappointing has 
been our lack of success in making improvements 
to our own grounds, but I hope that this may 
be achieved by the Students’ Club and the Board 
of Governors in the very near future.
I feel that the greatest challenges facing the 
Students’ Club in the coming years will be the 
continually rising costs of running the College, 
and the increasing turn-over in the student 
population. 1 believe that, for the aims and ideals 
of International House to be truly achieved, the 
opportunity to reside here must be within the 
reach of all students who are genuinely interested 
in making some contribution to its success, not 
just the fortunate few who are financially secure. 
To this end I would express my very sincere 
hope that the I.H.S.C. would continue to do 
everything in its power, both to press for an 
increase in the T.E.A.S. allowance, and to work 
collectively towards a reduction in College 
running costs by voluntary participation in the 
essential services.
I cannot stress too highly my belief in the 
importance of the Orientation programme for 
International House. This is “home” for many 
of the residents for a period extending in many 
cases to number of years, and each resident 
should be made to feel that he/she belongs 
here during this time. This can only be achieved 
through knowing who else belongs here, through 
the formation of friendships, and through the 
creation of an identity with the community here. 
The Orientation programme has, in the past, 
proven most successful in this respect. However, 
both the Semester system and the increasing 
costs involved in College residence have contributed 
to a high turn-over in our resident population, 
and I believe that serious consideration should be 
given to the implementation of a second 
Orientation programme at the beginning of the 
second semester to help to integrate those who 
arrive here half-way through the year.
Personally, I have found 1975 to be a year of 
great challenge. I have made many mistakes, but 
at the same time l have learnt much. Most 
importantly, I could have achieved nothing had 
it not been for the wonderful support I received 
from the General Committee and from those 
individuals who gave me the confidence to begin 
again when things seemed blackest.
In the four years I have been at International 
House, I have given what I could to the best of
my ability. I have been more than amply rewarded 
by what I have gained in friendship and under­
standing. I leave International House with sorrow, 
but no regret, for I feel that I leave as a fuller 
person. For this I thank each one of you, and I 
can only hope that this year has provided the 
opportunities for others to benefit in some small 
way as I have done.
Lynelle Thelander
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P H A R M A C Y  F R E D
Start of the year and another Blenkin to this 
prestigious position for ’75. Forewarned, F knew 
that the holder of the position was expected to 
inject the smut and a deal of humour into each 
“Feedback” edition—varying degrees of success 
but I found that my services were in little demand. 
There were a few bright spots in the job. The 
occasional knock on my door and a mumbled 
request for a few. Money on the knocker and 
something to nurture my confidence in reaching 
a sizeable sale for the month. Anyway I’d 
estimate 2 dozen for the year. Next year’s C.P. 
would be advised to complete his/her MBBS if an 
income is desired. This brings me to my next 
bountiful point. To my knowledge we have never 
had a lady C.P. Next year I urge Students’ Club 
members to seriously consider the installation of a 
female fresher to the position of C.P. This change 
is necessary to prove that the Pharmacist is not a 
male chauvinist dominated position. It would be 
fun! No doubt Orientation Week will give us a few 
suitable candidates.
Chris Blenkin, C.P.
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COLLEGE SPORT
SWIMMING NOTES
After much deliberation, a complicated training 
programme was arrived at for "Fraily's Floppers"—  
save ya strength and do it on the night. Tension 
was at fever pitch before the last event, the men's 
relay. The question on everyone's'lips was: Could 
Leos dispose of all their eggs before the night 
was over? Oh yes, a couple of people wondered 
whether the I.H. men's team could win. Kings, 
Leos, Emmanuel (who swam despite a protest 
regarding the social disease with which they were 
afflicted, being released into the pool), Johns 
and us were all w ithin a few points of the lead 
and the relay carried double points. Unfortunately 
when the smoke cleared, we ended up in fifth  
place behind the aforementioned institutions.
Those who put points on the board for us were—  
Greg Boneham with firsts in the breastroke and 
butterfly and a second in the individual medly.
Rod Frail w ith  a third in the 200 metres freestyle 
(gasp) fourth in the 100 metres freestyle. The 
medley team of Greg, Rod, Greg Schoneveld and 
Michael Bell came fourth. And now fo r the 
mermaids— courageous and intrepid they came 
sixth. Only point scorer was Susie Harrison in 
the women's backstroke.
Thanks to the whole team for their co-operation 
and determination.
Rod Frail.
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This year, the I.H. Golf team had a handicap of 
6— they were; Bob Mortimore, Rick Harbolovic, 
John Pearson, Peter Ruscoe, Greg Gilson and 
Peter Pavusa.
Highlights of the day were: Hot Dog's strokes 
being restricted by sweaty palms. Rick's caddy 
Prue helped the team immeasurably by stunning 
the opposition with sonic sound waves. Morty, 
our best scorer (at golf), unfortunately had to 
change his grip during the afternoon and his 
caddy Geòrgie escaped. She was last seen being 
raced o ff (in to the woods) by push-bikies.
Yank had a very frustrating day— a reali balls up— 
balls up in the trees, balls up in the bunkers .... 
Ruscoe, getting early service from his brand new 
fiance, Denise, walked around with his head in 
the clouds and his balls in the bushes. The 
opposition's biggest obstacle on the course was 
Cherub's mouth, although some of them found 
the bunker on the 18th hole almost as big.
Peter (what are my chances of getting in the team) 
Pavusa did make the team.
And now for the rest of the Bag Draggers i.e. 
the caddies. H.C. which stands for Hot Caddy, 
dragged after Yank all day. Twiggy and 'Bung' 
Pearson pulled all day for Pavusa and Gilson 
and have the blisters to prove it.
But the high point for the team was when 
convener John Pearson received the trophy from 
George Doniger, star of stage screen and Lang 
Park (in person) at the I.C.C. Ball.
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Hockey
WOMEN'S HOCKEY
Captain: Lynelle Thelander
Convenor: Alice van Alièna
Once again the ICC hockey season came upon 
us so quickly that there was just no time for 
practices. With lots of persistent but gentle 
persuasion, Lynelle thought IH would even have 
reserves on the side line this year. But when a few 
days later it came time to play our firs t match, 
against Cromwell, numbers had dwindled to ten. 
Fired by enthusiasm—making up for lack of 
practice and condition—IH held Cromwell to a nil 
all draw.
The next week IH faced a well trained Womens 
team who managed a 1-nil win. Our next match, 
against Emmanuel, seemed to be heading for a 
creditable draw when in the last few moments 
Emmanuel's centre half converted a corner giving 
us no chance to equalize. They won the match 
2-1. The next week saw a repeat performance 
with Duchesne defeating us, also 2-1.
Our first attempt to beat Union d idn 't quite come 
o ff through mismanagement on Unions behalf. A t 
half time we were forced o ff the field because 
another match was scheduled for the same oval 
and no others were available. When Union and IH 
could not agree on a time to replay the match.
Grace agreed to play IH on Saturday morning 
instead of Sunday so that the Union—IH match 
could be held on Sunday. Running on w ith only 
eight, the half time score against Grace was 5-nil. 
This called fo r a change in strategy and with the 
changes IH was not disgraced in holding Grace to 
the half time score.
The next morning a very determined IH team met 
Union. Controvesy continued when a goal scored 
by Lynelle was disallowed by a biased Union ref. 
Union then succeeded in scoring a goal with their 
players offside so the score went into the books 
as a 1-nil victory for Union. For IH however 
the near win was encouraging considering last 
year's masacre of 11-1.
Last but not least was our match against Milton 
House which like our first match of the season 
was a draw—this time 1-1. To Keiva goes the 
award for goal scoring. Thanks to the team of 
Marie, Janice, Keiva, Karnchana, Anneli, Jackie, 
Lynelle, Maree, Josie, Alice and Sue who always 
answered w ith disheartening groans when woken 
up to enjoy the cool fresh air and most of whom, 
instead of getting up as intended, went right back 
to sleep again. Thanks also to Nelle, Gail, Zurina 
and Robyn who filled in when most needed. 
Special thanks to Rasma who was always there to 
ref and give us all much needed and welcome 
advice. So ends another hockey season and let's 
hope next year sees a few more wins fo r us.
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HOCKEY
Convenor/Captain: M.H. HJ. Razi.
Team: Jaffar, Shafiegh, Balwant Singh, Russel 
Murray, Greg Gilson, M. Razi, Steve Yell and, 
Graeme Baguley, Mahir, Joe Inoke, Salah Shibab, 
Alan Lau, Peter Ruscoe, Graham Dunlop,
Stephen Emms, John Hawgood, Masari Alison.
The team in general had lots of potential. Russel 
and Greg made themselves known as sound good 
halves; Steve, Graeme and Salah our attacking 
forwards; Shafiegh and Balwant our tough solid 
full-backs. Jaffar and Masari did excellent jobs as 
goalkeepers. Razi showed his skills and mastery in 
the centre half position while Mahir and the rest 
backed the team very well.
C O L L IE  H O C K EY  AAATCN PURIM<« O R IEN TA T IO N VA
This year we saw many new faces in the team— 
all green and young. Well it d idn 't take long 
before our coach, Geoff Clyde, turned us into a 
respectable side in I.C.C. competition.
Our first encounter was with Cromwell. Though 
down by one goal at half time, Graeme soon 
turned the tables and had the Cromwell side 
panicky. We were unlucky not to win (2-2 draw) 
Johns seemed to be a team full of muscles and 
rugged play. Masari had to have twelve stitches 
and Mahir retired w ith a heavy bruise. The game 
ended nil all, due to good defensive play. Leos 
came next and the I.H. stars shone with full 
glamour—Steve Yelland made a hat-trick w ith three 
beautiful goals, and Graeme put the final touch. 
Wè won 4-0.
The actual test came when we lined up to face 
the Kingsmen. We tried hard and held them to a 
scoreless first half. But soon they were to show us 
what a skillful side could do to an inexperienced 
side like ours. We bowed down and went home 
with a 3-0 defeat.
The nekt two games were against Emmanuel (0-0) 
and a 2-0 win over Union college.
The team extend their thanks to all and especially 
to our brilliant coach Mr Geoff Clyde.
Finally, congratulations to M. Razi for being the 
sole representative from the team to be selected 
for the I.C.C. team.
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rowing
Rowing this season differed from last year in 
that both men and women's regattas took place 
in first semester.
Consequently with more people rowing at the 
same time there was a serious shortage of boats 
for training; and a boat roster that still has not 
appeared. Undaunted the I.H. boatsmen and women 
sneekily borrowed a boat from the uni. shed and 
proceeded to redecorate it so that it still hasn't 
been recognized.
This was finished just in time to start serious 
training—plus the usual bitches about getting up 
at 6.00 a.m. However this was not quite in time 
for the first regatta. (Kings-Grace which was an 
organizational screw-up.) This event was thoroughly 
enjoyed by the I.H. cheer squad who put the 
pro fit into the grog sales. Overall it was an 
uninspiring day except for the womens 4th IV 
which scored third and the mens senior IV which 
won.
Training then started seriously with all crews 
shaping up well. A t this stage a new guy's crew 
decided to have a go: setting records for the 
number of crabs per stroke.
Johns—Womens regatta came next w ith an overall 
improvement in performance. The women's 4th 
IV came second and the men's senior IV won 
again.
The senior IV was by now getting a fixation on 
winning and also on rowing in the 'Kurang'. This 
proved disastrous for the Emmanuel regatta, 
which started well w ith two wins—women's 3rd 
IV and men's novice IV. The senior IV arranged 
a swap to 'Kurang'. A broken seat at the start 
gave the race to Kings and gave us last place 
and a very sore backside for no. 2.
I.C.C. regatta arrived next and all crews were 
becoming positively conscientious in training.
Came the big day and all crews found they 
were rowing into a gale force wind and a bloody 
strong current. It seemed that lanes rather than 
crews decided the day, as shown by the number 
of winning crews in lanes 1 and 2. This was not 
a great day for I.H.; the only win being a mixed 
IV. The senior IV scored a dubious second.
A ll was not completely miserable however and 
the I.H. cheer squad again boosted grog sales, 
and shocked or delighted many innocent passers 
by w ith their songs most foul.
On looking back at the season it seems that 
placings (for the girls in particular) could have 
been better if our crews did not have to dodge 
so many other boats.
Convenors: Sue Harrison
Max Blenkin
Crews:
Women
4th IV Sue Harrison 
Sue Chapman 
Helen Cameron 
Lynelle Thelander 
Cox: Rasma Lee
Mens Novice IV's
Bruce Christie 
Harry Kamp 
Steve Yelland 
Peter Pavusa 
Cox: Bob Minchin
Senior IV
Bill Tranter 
Max Blenkin 
Chris Blenkin 
Warren Todd 
Cox: Jim Chiu
3rd IV Maree Sverdloff 
Helen Gibbons 
Wendy Cossi ns 
Jill Ole
Cox: Rasma Lee
David Butler 
Bob Mortimore 
Barry Schmidt 
John Hawgood 
Cox: Jim Chiu
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cricket
IH won the ICC cricket premiership this year tor 
the first time since the foundation of the college. 
Below is a tribute to the boys who carried it out.
On a dark and drizzley Sunday morning, the crowds 
flocked to the match which would decide the ICC 
cricket premiers for 1975. St. Johns looked good 
things with their impressive batting lineup, how­
ever the IH underdogs went to the fray, confident 
that their spirit (XXXX melody), class fielding and 
bowling would carry them through.
"B um flu ff" Bell and "M alle tt" Murray, already a 
proven run-getting unit got IH o ff to another 
flashy start. "Mango" Maskiell, the mainstay of the 
team scored a bundle, whilst Sam, our slamming 
captain showed untold promise. The dashing Kisera 
Yoa, cracked a couple to herald the coming of the 
"ding brigade"— led by the heavies, "Sabre blade" 
Seeto and "Kamikaze" Couper. Then the duck 
squad waddled forth. The members of this section 
being "Cherub" Gilson, "Boobs" Butler (the 
illustrious V.C.), "Y ank" Pearson, and Peter Gibson, 
replacing the perrenial Peter Pavusa (our box 
specialist) who slumbered on in the suburbs.
With this impregnable lineup IH ammassed a total 
of 98. Shock attack "Asparagus" Pearson stretched 
himself to the utmost to devour the heart (burp) 
of the John's boys. "Rock Ape" with his renowned 
banana snapped up a few more, whilst vacuum 
cleaner "Boobs" Buttler— eradicated the tail.
In the final and deciding chapter of IH's success 
story Johns succumbed to the w ily Sam Hawgood's 
boys. Feature of the season was IH's funloving 
and free-running fieldsmen, with "Cherub" 
dictating terms from behind the stumps. In second 
Semester these flannelled thoroughbreds, helped
by Steve Skala defeated Kings in a canter.
IH 6-133 d. Cromwell 5-127
IH 43 d. Emmanuel 23
IH 107 d. Leos 92
IH 7-110 d. Union 61
IH 8-98 d. St. Johns 77
IH 9-118 d. Kings 54
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THUGBY LEAGUE ...
THE GREATEST GAME OF ALL
Analysis of IH's football talents for 1975:
"Kamikaze" Couper, the back up specialist and 
rock defence ... never short of a word.
"Rape" Bell. Whilst "Rape" plays the boys in the 
scrum w ill never go dry. Prolific try  scorer, 
tackier and sweater.
"Twiggy" Twigg. Old golden slipper had early 
season difficulties with his penetration but came 
with a flourish at the end of the season.
Wingers: "Dangerous" Dan Pearson and "One try "  
Todd, solidified the flanks— when on the field of 
play.
"Sidewalk" Seeto, the crash-tackling crock special­
ised in punishing defence.
"Sleepy" Sari Maso, provided the fathe rimage for 
the team. One of our two resident "up the guts" 
specialists.
"Pants" Powell and "Shoulders" Schmidt shared 
the pivotal position. Barry was renowned for his 
sizzling acceleration and slow learning in training 
whilst Mark's presence was always fe lt and heard.
Jaffar the "Flasher" a behind the scenes man with 
a deadly boot.
John Hawgood the captain who ran miles sideways 
and called it a sidestep. Scored innumerable tries.
"Max Factor" Jackson has an unusual taste in eye 
makeup (Belly's knee). Brains of the forwards, 
darting right across.
"Mango" Maskiell. Team heavy, d irt merchant, 
specialising in head removal— enjoys his football.
"Up the guts" Boobs Butler, blind side "Boobs— 
sustained ghastly mid-season gash to his eye— not 
the brown one.
"Field Marshall" Larobina. Paro, the team 
commando, ended the season with his chin up, 
and his spirit remained undaunted.
"Chrispy Chips" Christie. The tenacious Chrispie 
was not dummy for nothing, teams master of 
profanities.
SUNDRIES ... "Bald Eagle" Cruickshank, moulded 
the above motley mob into a potential premiership 
winning side.
"Swabs" Gilson. If "Cherubs" water w on't fix  
you, then nothing w ill."
The boys finished third.
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Convenor: Helen Cameron
Rob Mortimore and Tony Hickey were cajoled 
into teaching the ladies the finer points of squash. 
The first practice saw an overwhelming number 
of participants and the chosen few were narrowly 
beaten by Grace College in the first match. 
Thereafter, the girls decided that practice should 
coincide w ith  matches— I mean to say, who wants 
to waste all that ENERGY? In spite of valiant 
efforts by the team members; Lynelle Thelander, 
Keiva Wells, Susie Chapman, Helen Jackson,
Donna O'Sullivan, Margie Bryant, Sue Harrison 
and Helen Cameron the margin of defeat steadily 
widened. The IH ladies were duly "squashed" into 
seventh place but had a ton of fun in the process.
remits
Convenor: Stephen Emms
Despite a slow start the I.H. tennis team finished 
the season on a winning note, defeating Cromwell 
5 sets to 3. Unfortunately this was our only win. 
With a drawn game against Kings (washed out), 
this left us even with Kings in fifth  place. 
Competition fo r players for other "sports" resulted 
in a varied team. Thanks must go to Bob Mortimore, 
Phil Gasteen, Peter Gibson, Thiva Supanjanya, 
Solomon Amadho-Davies and Sam Waladde.
However I would lodge a protest against Duchesne's 
tactics in soliciting a team member away on the 
night previous to the match against Leos.
v o l l e y  B A  I t
Convenor: Jenny Castles
One memorable Sunday evening in September, it 
was announced at 6.00 p.m. that a volleyball team 
was needed to play two games starting at 7.00 p.m. 
at 7.05 the I.H. women's volleyball team entered 
the gym. Of the six players which passed the 
rigorous selection test none had played volleyball 
for years and Lan had never ever seen a volleyball 
before.
After it was pointed out to us where the lines were 
and where to stand we went on to be narrowly 
defeated in both games. 15-1 and 15-7. Of the 
seven games we played, we won two but our 
playing did improve and we all had a good time. 
Many thanks to the guys who came down and 
showed us a few tips. Our last game was also a 
memorable one, as it coincided with the Fancy 
Dress Ball, and the Kingdom of Id subjects, 
won the game over Grace that evening.
Our team consisted of Annie, (who goes down in 
the volleyball record book as the only person who 
has h it the ball completely out of the gym);
Robyn, (our sure-fired server); Gail, (who can sure 
pack a punch); Lynelle, (who has the unique 
serving style but the ball always got over the net); 
Chris, (the most quickly improved player but with 
a tendency to duck the ball when it was heading 
straight for her) and Jenny, (whose language is 
more colourful than her playing) with guest 
appearances by Lan, Nga and Sue H.
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Convenor: Steve Yelland
The 1975 season was both a success and a 
disappointment for I.H. Preparations began in first 
semester w ith five trial games, all of which we 
won. Thus prospects were promising fo r the ICC 
competition in second semester. The holidays in 
between, however, had a detrimental effect upon 
the fitness, individual skills and team co-ordination; 
factors which took several games and frequent 
well attended training sessions to regain.
I.H. was disqualified after the season because we 
had fielded a player who was not a college 
student, despite his being the student club vice 
president and a resident during first semester. The 
constitutional ruling was known to few in ICC.
This appears to have been the case since the 
constitution was formulated.
Despite this disappointment I.H. showed its 
superiority in the competition by being the 
unofficial undefeated winners. Johns fell to us 
2-1 after our recovery in the second half,
Emmanual forced a 1-1 draw in a game we 
should have won. Very bad kicking against Leos 
only gave a 2-0 win instead of 8-0. Union 
provided a tough close nil all draw. The Cromwell 
game was enjoyable but close despite our 3-1 win.
It was the final game against Kings, the match to 
decide our premiership, where the I.H. team 
really shone. Both teams were undefeated at this 
stage, but it was with a 3-0 victory that I.H. 
showed its domination of the competition.
The team was strong in both attack and defence 
but at times lacked support in mid field. George 
K.O. led the forward line of Jimmy, Charlie and 
Steve into the attack as long as we had the ball 
and the energy. Razi controlled the defence with 
Mahir, Joe and Bruce. Only three goals were 
scored against us which is a credit to the backs 
and to goal keeper Steve Emms. Tony Wong,
Russel and Bruce were the mid field, playing as 
both forwards and backs as well. Jaffar, Shaffegu, 
Salah and Fred must be recognized for their role 
as reserves as well as their participation in 
training.
Congratulations must go to Bruce Christie and 
Razi for their being selected in the ICC team.
And congratulations to the whole team for an 
exceptional effort. The team was pleased to be 
given the spectator support that it received; a 
factor which improved our game considerably.
S>QtAE O F- TW € S O CC ÇRO O S IN  AcT/CPM
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ath le tics  X. COUNTRY
The local talent once again availed to the aths. 
track for the I.C.C. Athletics. A ll in all, we had 
success in both individual and team events. Our 
speedy lad, young Chris Auld, struck headwinds 
in the 100 and 200 to romp in a pair of seconds, 
but dodged the breeze in his favourite, the 400 
metres, to notch up 49.6 and first place. Joe 
Inoke provided great spectator value in the High 
Jump w ith death defying leaps so high that we 
almost lost him. Toddy came second in the Long 
Jump. Representatives in the Javelin and Shot were 
Morty and Bono respectively, and the latter can 
pull the most frightening faces when getting his 
arm under it. A mottley assembled to pass the 
baton over the 4 x 100 Relay and came in third. 
Congratulations John's on winning the day.
Our ladies were a great inspiration with their 
willingness to train. The results paid off. Yoghurt 
Sverdloff eclipsed the 800 metre field w ith  a 
devastating kick over the final 200 metres to clear 
out on the earlier pacemaker by 40 metres at 
the finish—a heartwarming reversal after finishing 
second in the Cross-Country. Our initia lly unstable 
Broadjumper, Helen Cameron, surprised herself 
in making the p it and also in winning the event. 
Those short legs can jump!? Suzie Harrison ran a 
jutsy 400 and was a close second. Highlight of 
the afternoon was the rely—plenty of style and it'll 
have the polish next year. Thanks Sue, Sue, Helen 
and George.
Men's Convenor: Chris B lenk in 
Women's Convenor: Helen Cameron
Running a less than 5000 metre course we gained 
no official place due to a totally inadequate 
scoring scheme which was probably devised by 
some Cromwell ping-pong player. Even if a team
finishes last it would be nice to know that 
fact.
Our team made a good effort with several 
members training regularly. Bad luck to Bill 
"W ohlhuter" Gaynor who had dysentry. Decked 
in the vertical stripes which made us look every 
inch athletic types, we definitely feel that our 
scare tactic succeeded at the start. Everyone 
gained an even start with no falls and Harry 
Kamp sized the lead closely followed by Chris 
Blenkin after 400 metres. A t this stage Clive 
was building up his sprint in anticipation of a 
fast finish. Paul Ma, w ithout the aid of his 
motorcycle, jockeyed for position further back 
in the field. Charlie Kratzer was using the spread 
arms technique a little  further back just in case 
a misled gridiron player tackled him. (Where was 
Rick?) Around College Road Chris took the lead 
and opened up a break which he maintained 
till the Aussies Rules oval, where he was run 
down by Macdonald and Fitzsimmons. Next place 
was Harry at seventh, then Paul twelfth and 
Charlie thirty-second. Clive dashed across the 
line a little  later in the afternoon. We enjoyed 
our little  jaunt and maintain that cross-country is 
the sport of the essential man.
Chris Blenkin
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Peter Ruscoe (The Red Terror)
A keen golfer, skindiver and maniac driver, 
finishes his Medicine degree this year. 1976 
should be a very healthy year, especially since 
Pete’s philosophy is “If it hurts, cut it o ff’.
Peter has got himself engaged, and we wish him 
the best of luck in the future.
Helen Cameron
Hails from Jandowae on the Darling Downs, and 
after three years at I.H. completes her Physio­
therapy degree early next year. Helen hopes to go 
on to Honours. During her stay at I.H., Helen has 
been very much involved in the sporting scene, 
playing Netball, Squash, and Football, and starring 
in Athletics, coming first in the Broad Jump this 
year, Rowing and Swimming. Helen was a great 
entertainer with her stones of her tussles with 
muscular men.
Sayan Tudsri
Came to I.H. late in 1972, and completes his 
Masters in Agriculture this year. He will be 
lecturing at the University back home in Thailand 
next year. Sayan’s comments on I.H.: “It is 
good. Sometimes a bit noisy, but this makes you 
wake up to study all the time.”
Wisuth Pothitaen
Spent 1973 here and came back again in second 
semester this year to finish his Masters in Govern­
ment. Wisuth goes back home to Thailand next 
year to teach in the Faculty of Political Science 
at Thammasat University. Wisuth liked I.H. better 
this year than in 1973. After roughing it in a flat 
for one and a half years, he found College 
convenient, and enjoyed having the company of 
a lot of friends here.
Richard Seeto
Richard (also known as Skeets) came to college in 
1974 and finishes this year with a degree in 
economics. Skeets played in the fabulous I.H. 
rugby team and also in the magnificent I.H. 
cricket team. He originally hailed from Papua New 
Guinea and is not all that sure just what he’s 
doing next year.
Bill Tranter
Came to College in 1971 and completes his 
Veterinary Science degree this year. Bill plans to 
return home to the Atherton Tableland to practise 
next year. During his stay at I.H., Bill was involved 
in just about every Students’ Club activity, from 
Rowing and Football, to Treasurer in 1973, 
President in 1974, member of the Magazine 
Committee every year, and Senior Resident for
1974-1975. Bill’s thoughts on his stay at I.H. 
reflect his fine attitude: “If I had the five years 
to spend again, I think I would choose to return 
to spend them in the same way at International 
House—and I would hope that some of the same 
people would be able to return with me, for of 
all the fond memories I have of good times 
experienced at I.H. it is the friendships made 
that I treasure most.”
Dixon Chiang
Dixon originally hailed from Malaysia and finishes 
his stay at I.H. with a Bachelor of Mechanical 
Engineering. He found other pursuits to occupy 
his time (apart from drinking): table tennis for 
M.S.O. and a certain young lady.
Neo Gin Sooi
Neoh arrived here during first semester and 
graduates at the end of this year with a Bachelor 
of Commerce. He came from Malaysia and will 
go back to either teach or work for the govern­
ment. At valedictory dinner Neoh made some 
interesting comments about college, particularly 
about the oily characteristics of the bacon and 
eggs we get dished up for breakfast.
Gayle Proctor
Gayle came from Townsville with a B.A. and 
entered college in 1975. Evidently the weather 
down here is much nicer than up there. Gayle 
has finished a course in psychology and next 
year plans to work in Lowson House.
Tony Wong
Tony came from Hong Kong and entered college 
very early in the peace. This year he finished 
his degree in pharmacy and scored a high pass. 
Tony played in the illustrious college soccer team 
and otherwise passed the time away by chasing 
women and messing round in a battered red car.
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Maree Sverdloff (alias George)
Is easily located anywhere in College by her 
loud laugh. If not around College she was 
probably playing College sport somewhere. Maree 
finishes her Physiotherapy degree at the start of 
next year. After that she’ll be let loose on a lot 
of unsuspecting bodies. When asked for her 
toughts about College, Maree answered: “What can 
I say about a place which has been my home away 
from home for the past three years. The years 
spent at International House have been the best 
in my life—school days may have been good, but 
these were better. International House has witnessed 
my changing from a shy fresher (for a week or 
two) to a rowdy first year. Many a time our 
anatomy sessions were disturbed by a bucket of 
water thrown to dampen our noisy spirits. The 
next me was one in which more of my time was 
taken up by a certain male—fortunately I didn’t 
■lose contact with all my other friends. And now 
as I prepare to leave I feel like an old has-been 
with so many fantastic memories to keep me 
going. Of course life at I.H. hasn’t been all roses 
but the parts that have fallen flat were my own 
doing and the kids here helped to pick up the 
pieces. I shall never forget I.H. or the people who 
make it what it is.”
Clive Savage B.A.
Came from Rockhampton to I.H. in 1971, had a 
year and a half away in 1974-75, and returned in 
second semester to astound the world with his 
reformed academic record of all 6’s and 7’s.
Clive plans to be a professional student in future.
He comments: “International House has been a 
great education in many ways. It has enabled me 
to meet people in bigger and better ways than 
ever before, ranging from drunken students who
wanted to rip me b ....  arms off, to drunken students
who kept me awake at night, to drunken students
who   (chuckle, chuckle)—anyone would almost
get the impression that beer is an important part 
of my life. However as everybody knows Savage 
is the Shining White Knight—no really ... did you 
know that I’m the only man in College who can 
go to a party, have a full glass of beer in my 
hand and seven hours later still have the same 
full glass in my hand? (Mind you my fingers are 
starting to ache by then).” Unfortunately Clive 
was too modest to mention the night he finished 
off a bottle of liqueur and almost finished off 
himself at the same time. Then there was the 
time he ....
Philip Gasteen
Contrary to popular belief Phil does not come from 
Iceland. He finishes this year with combined honours 
in Japanese and Economics. In 1973 Phil valedicted 
with a B.A. and he laments that he is still one 
behind John Wylie who has valedicted three times. 
Phil thinks that the place has greatly improved 
since he came back.
David Leung
Finished this year with a degree in pharmacy and 
a very good pass. David came from Hong Kong 
and may stay in college another year to do honours. 
This is subject to his government’s approval. He 
thinks that college has been good to him, friendly 
and providing the opportunity to meet Australian 
as well as other overseas students.
Rod Frail
Rod first hit college in 1971 and during this 
period did a bit of Arts/Law and otherwise had a 
good time, though not always remaining on good 
terms with the warden. He played college football, 
cricket, water polo and swimming. After dropping 
a year in 1973, Rod came back to do Arts/ 
Journalism in 1974 and finishes this year with a 
B.A. College was well aware when there was a 
party going on in Rod’s room and also his stereo 
is the most infamous in the place. Rod actively 
participated in many other college activities, 
like water fights and room fixing as well as 
chasing a few women. He hopes to get into the 
journalism field.
Harry Kamp
Harry entered college at the start of 1975 and 
leaves us with a degree in Surveying. Originally 
from Holland, Harry has two passports (Holland 
and USA) and the hassles that go with them, like 
two tax cards, two draft cards and to police 
records. Harry played water polo, ran in the cross 
country and rowed for college. He thinks that 
I.H. is a great place, convenient and providing all 
the company you need.“Arguments are difficult 
since when tempers rise, command of the english 
language goes.”
Tom Ogle
Tom is well known for his wall to wall Pepsi cans.
He came from the USA in 1975 and plans to 
go back and teach in Missouri when he finishes 
his Master of Agricultural Studies. Tom found 
the place very friendly and the residents very 
helpful and out going. “I regret that I was only 
here for one year but I feel that I got to know 
a lot of people very well.”
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Helen Jackson
Arrived during first semester and finishes her 
Medicine degree at the end of this year. In spite 
of a demanding schedule which kept her out at 
the hospital most of the time, Helen still found 
time to play squash for College.
John Wylie
Came back to I.H. from Union in second semester 
for his second round—no doubt attracted by the 
G Tower resident nurse. He is now finished as far 
as bachelors go, and plans to turn his hand to 
being a master in future. Best of luck for the 
future, John and Ruth. At least you should have 
no economic problems!
Margaret Whitchurch
Has quietened down somewhat since she first came 
to I.H. in 1973. She has entered into the true 
spirit of College by sharing all her meals. Margie 
was usually to be seen at all College sporting 
functions—in a spectating capacity. She finishes 
her B.A. this year.
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Stationery & A rt supplies 
Framing 
Posters
Paperbook books 
Hardcover books 
Toys
PH 370 9137
1
VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTRE
HAWKEN DRIVE ST LUCIA Phone 370 1381
St Lucia Hardware
228 HAWKEN DRIVE, ST LUCIA
Accredited Victa Agent All Keys Cut
Agent for G.A.P. Permanent Building Soc. Electrical, Hardware, Gardening & Fancy Goods
KANYANA 1975
Keep fit : keep awake.
Get a “Bird” keep a date. 
Tilley’s the bloke 
With the goods and the dope, 
A Chemist of FAME 
Remember the NAME
M.J. Tilley
Chadwicks
G ift  S h o p ^
228 HAWKEN DRIVE
ST LUCIA
Kost a & Boda glass 
Holmegaard glass 
Lotte China 
Costume and 
Sterling Silver Jewellery 
Many other gift lines
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"ARUNGA"
GENUINE AUSTRALIAN GIFTS AND SOUVENIRS
2 STORES
“ARUNGA” FRANCIS NIXON 
Phone 221 0982 Phone 221 4196
M X.C Building T. & G. Building,
197 ADELAIDE STREET, CITY 201 ALBERT ST., CITY.
(Opposite Queensland Government 
Tourist Bureau)
★  KOALA BEARS & KANGAROOS *  ABORIGINAL BOOMERANGS, ETC. *  KANGAROO FUR 
MATS & RUGS * FUR MOCCASINS, PURSES, HANDBAGS & BOOTS *  MEMBERS OF DINERS 
CLUB AND AMERICAN EXPRESS *  GOODS SENT ALL OVER WORLD.
VISIT THE ASIAN FOOD SECTION 
AT ERROL HANSEN'S I.G. FOOD MARKET 
VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTRE, ST LUCIA
THIS PAGE W AS ORlGlNM-tV fNTENPÊP 
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F i l l  Ttf/s P e& TiG ous Po s i t i o n .
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bin ABD ULLAH, Mahír: 104 Kudiang Kedah, Malaysia. 
(Medicine)
bin ALISION, Masari: Haji bin Ahmad, P.O. M iri, Sarawak, 
Malaysia. (Agricultural Science) 
van ALTENA, Alica: cl- P.O., Cardwell, Q., 4816. (Computer 
Science)
AMADHO-DAVIES, Solomon: Freetown, Sierra Leone.
(Veterinary Science)
AULD, Chris: 2 Bessell Ave, North Wollongong, N.S.W., 
2500. (Human Movement Studies)
BAGULEY, Graeme: 3 La Scala Court, Isle o f Capri, Surfers' 
Paradise, Q., 4217. (P.G. Education Extention)
BELL, Michael: "A ro o ", via Boonah, Q., 4310. (Agricultural 
Science)
BENJAWATANAPON, Chutima: 164/77 Soi Nomchit,
Phyathai Rd, Bangkok 4, Thailand. (Science)
BEST, Ruth: 72 Princess St, Kangaroo Point, Q., 4169. 
(Medicine)
BLENKIN, Chris: 3 Boronia St, Sawtell, N.S.W., 2452. 
(Medicine)
BLENKIN, Max: 3 Boronia St, Sawtell, N.S.W., 2452. 
(Arts)
BONEHAM, Greg: 105 Targo St, Bundaberg, Q., 4670. 
(Physiotherapy)
BREMNER, Susan: Kamarooka St, Beaudesert, Q., 4285. 
(Veterinary Science)
BRYANT, Margaret: 11 Alfred St, Roma, Q., 4455. (Arts) 
BURNS. Susan: 11 Daley St, Heatley, Townsville, Q., 4814. 
(Arts/Law)
BURTON, Andrew: Flat 5, 84 Campbell Rd, Hawthorn East, 
Vic., 3123. (Biochemistry)
BUTLER, David: "Cooraki",Surat, Q., 4459. (Physiotherapy) 
van BUUREN, Nelle: cl- P.O., Elliot Heads, via Bundaberg, 
Q., 4670. (Medicine)
CAMERON, Helen: P.O. Box 42, Jandowae, Q., 4410. 
(Physiotherapy)
CARVAHLO, Margarida: Rua Pernambuco 1030/202, Belo- 
horizone, Brazil. (Tropical Agronomy)
CASTLES, Jennifer: Amamoor, Q., 4570. (Science) 
CHAMCHONG, Chatt: cl- Royal Thai Embassy, 74 Hopetown 
Circuit, Yarralumla, Canberra, A.C.T., 2600. (Post Gradu­
ate Agricultural Economics)
CHAPMAN, Susan: "Dagworth", Wlnton, Q., 4735. (Science) 
CHIANG, Dixon: Sungei Bulom Estate, Bukitrojan, Selangor, 
West Malaysia. (Engineering)
CHIU, Jimmy: 4 Mt. Davis Rd, Flat 3, 3rd Floor, Hong Kong. 
(Science)
CHRISTIE, Bruce: 19 Curruthers Crescent, Alice Springs, 
N.T., 5750. (Veterinary Science)
COOK, Carole: 511 Ross River Rd, Cranbrook, Q., 4814. 
(Medicine)
COSSINS, Wendy: 31 Digger St, Cairns, Q.r 4870. (Physio­
therapy)
COUPER, Simon: 4 Sophia Ave, Anglers' Paradise, Q.. 4215. 
(Arts/Law)
COWDEN, William: S. 11E Broad St, Ozark, A IA , U.S.A., 
36360. (Post Graduate Science)
DAVIS, Prudence: 58 Enderby Rd, Ascot, Q., 4007. (Physio­
therapy)
DICKINSON, Janice: cl- P.O., Jambin, Q „ 4702. (Arts) 
DUNLOP, Graham: 9 James St, Murwillumbah, N.S.W., 
2484. (Surveying)
EMMS, Stephen: 109 Morley Dr, Nollamara, W.A., 6061. 
(Veterinary Science)
ENGLISH, David: 196C, Kiama Anniversary Flats, Mermaid 
Beach, Q., 4218. (Science)
FALCONER, Ashley: 53 Margaret St, Toowoomba, Q., 4350. 
(Commerce/Law)
FLOOD, Maxwell: Stirling University, Scotland. (Post Gradu­
ate Government)
FOO, Swe Cheng: 575 Jalan Kuala, N /V  Gopeng, Perak, 
Malaysia. (Post Graduate Chemical Engineering)
FR AIL, Rod: 25 Southern Cross Dr, Cronin Is., Q., 4217. 
(Arts)
FREDERICKSEN. Carsten: 53 Crump St, Mortdale, N.S.W., 
2223. (Post Graduate Science)
FRIEDERICH, Michael: 306 Pennant Hills Rd, Pennant Hills, 
N.S.W., 2120. (Post Graduate Ecology)
GASTEEN, Philip: 3 Valetta St, Manly, Q., 4179. (Post 
Graduate Economics)
GAYNOR, B ill: 6748 HiIIpark A p t.406, Los Angeles County, 
U.S.A. (P.G. Veterinary Science)
GIBBONS, Halen: 73 Glencoe St, Rockhampton, Q., 4700. 
(Physiotherapy)
GIBSON, Peter: 137 Housden St, Rockhampton, Q., 4701. 
(Economics)
GILSON, Greg: 34 Pacific Parade, Rio Vista, Q., 4217. (Arts) 
GREAVES, Cecily: 304 Hamilton Rd, Chermside, Q., 4032. 
(Medicine)
HARBOLOVIC, Richard: Coridale, Penna, U.S.A. (Medicine) 
HARRISON, Suzanne: 95 Garrick St, Coolangatta, Q., 4225.
(law)
HAWGOOD, John: Margate Parade, Margate, Q., 4019. (Arts/ 
Law)
HEIN, Wayne: Pallamana, S.A., 5254. (Veterinary Science) 
HETHERINGTON, B ill: 23 Gleneague St, Kenmore, Q., 
4069. (Veterinary Science)
HICKEY, Tony: 168 Scarborough St, Southport, Q., 4215. 
(Law)
HIGSON, Shawn: George Booth Dr, Buchanan, N.S.W., 
2323. (Dentistry)
HOOVER, Evelyn: 9012, 38th, Seattle, U.S.A., 98126. (Post 
Graduate Social Work)
INOKE, Joe: Motusa, Itu 'tw ', Rotuma, Fiji. (Engineering) 
ISM AIL, Jaafar: 122 Simpang Tiga Keladi. Kolim, Kedak, 
West Malaysia. (Surveying)
ISM AIL, Zurina: 6 3/4 M.S. Kaki Bukit Rd, Kangar, Perils, 
Malaysia. (Medicine)
ISOKANGAS, Annali: 2 Theodore St, Tully, Q., 4854. 
(Architecture)
JACKSON, David: 9/148 Dunmore Tee, Auchenflower, 
Q., 4066. (Law)
JACKSON, Helen: 39 Molonol Tee, Gracefille, Q., 4075. 
(Medicine)
JINTAKANON, Suradej: c/- Royal Thai Embassy, 74 Hope- 
town Circuit, Yarralumla, Canberra, A.C.T., 2600. (Post 
(Graduate Agriculture)
JOHARI, Mariam: 3 mis Bukit Trev Muar, Johore, Malaysia. 
(Medicine)
KAMP, Harry: Belvedereweg 13, The Hague, Netherlands. 
(Surveying)
KARACHI, Moses: Nkando Farmers, Box 6, Meru, Kenya, 
East Africa. (Post Graduate Agriculture)
KAZEMIPOUR, Ahad: No. 1, Hakim Lane, Beilankom, 
Tabriz, Iran. (Post Graduate Civil Engineering)
KHOO, Terence: P.O. Box 27, Sandakan, Sabah, Malaysia. 
(Biochemistry)
KINGSFORD, Michael: 26 Duchess Rd, Mt. Isa, Q., 4825. 
(Medicine)
KIT IN G AN , Laurentius: P.O. Box 980, Kinabalu, Sabah, 
Malaysia. (Agricultural Science) '
KRATZER, Charles: 10 Parkside Dr, Davis, California, 
U.S.A., 95616. (Engineering)
KW EIFIO-OKAI, George: P.O. Box 322, Accra, Ghana. 
(Science)
LAN, Vo Thi: 135 Co Bac St, Saigon 2, South Vietnam. 
(Post Graduate Science)
LAROBINA, Michael: 39 Investigator St, Red Hill, A.C.T., 
2603. (Physiotherapy)
LAU, Alan: 3 Lengkong Satu, Singapore 14. (Arts) 
LEELAYUW APAN, Karncharna: 26 Banmoh Sai Nai Rd, 
Bangkok, Thailand. (Science)
van LEER, Fred: 15 Marla St, Sunnybank, Q., 4109. 
(Medicine)
LEUNG, David: 520 Jok Mah Sun Chuen, Block F, Tokw- 
cuon, Kowloon, Hong Kong. (Pharmacy)
LIU , Raymond: c/- Physics Department, University of 
Queensland. (Post Graduate Science)
MA, Paul: 14A, 3 Mar Wan Rd, Kownloon, Hong Kong. 
(Science)
MAHLO, Karen: "L inden", Forbes, N.S.W., 2871. (Med­
icine)
M ALEK, Ainan: K.P.S. Batu 17, Pedang Rengas, Pepak, 
Malaysia. (Engineering)
M A LIK , Muhammed: Java, via Miavwali, Pakistan. (Post 
Graduate Agricultural Science)
M ASKIELL, Graham: 65 Hawkstone St, Cottesloe, W.A., 
6011. (Post Graduate Veterinary Science)
MASO, Sari: cl- P.O., Badili, Port Moresby, P.N.G. (Engin­
eering)
MAUNSELL, Shelley: 448 Flinders Pde, Sandgate, Q., 4017. 
(Veterinary Science)
M AXIM , Neva: Station Road, Sunnybank, Q., 4109. 
(Arts)
McLEAN, Robyn: 92 Coppleridge Dr, Elizabeth Vale, S.A., 
5112. (Post Graduate Agricultural Science)
M INCHIN, Robert: 97 Curzon St, Toowoomba, Q., 4350.
(Post Graduate Electrical Engineering)
MOHD. SAID, Rahimah: 21 Batu, Lanchang Rd, Penang, 
Malaysia. (Medicine)
MOHD. ZAIN, Majnun: Sungei S.G. Putanl, Kedah, Malaysia. 
(Medicine)
MOHN. ZAIN, Rosnah: 47509 Jalam Bayam, Kota Bharu, 
Kelantan, Malaysia. (Medicine)
MOORE, Bruce: 46 Glenelg St, Applecross, Perth, W.A., 
6153. (Veterinary Science)
MORRISON, Marie: 66 Parkhurst Ave, Herston, Q., 4006. 
(Social Work)
MORTIMORE, Robert: 8 Alexandra St, Northward, Towns­
ville, Q., 4810. (Medicine)
MOSSOP, Penelope: 1929 Wynnum Rd, Wynnum, Q.,4178. 
(Speech Therapy)
MUCHOW, Russell: Rex's Rd, Ailoway, Bundaberg, Q., 
4670. (Post Graduate Agricultural Science) 
MURRAY, Russell: 10 Lucas St, Kepnock, Bundaberg, Q., 
4670. (Engineering)
NG, A lex: P.O. Box 38, Sandakan, Sabah. (Dentistry)
NGA, Nguyen Thi Tuyet: 611/63 Phan Thanh Gian, Saigon, 
South Vietnam. (Physiotherapy)
NOLAN, Jan: 58 Gellibrand St, Clayfield. Q., 4011. (post 
Graduate Arts)
OGLE, Thomas: R.R, 3, Lentralia, Missouri, U.S.A. (Post 
Graduate Agricultural Science)
ONYANGO, Charles: P.O. Box 237, Tororo, Uganda. (Post 
Graduate Veterinary Science)
O 'RYAN , John: 23 Hill Pde, Mainbeach, 4215. (Arts/Law) 
O 'SULLIVAN, Donna: Hutchins Rd, Calavos, Bundaberg. 
Q., 4670. (Medicine)
OTTO, Luise: 7412 Eningen, Unterlindeshof, West Germany. 
(Science)
PARTRIDGE, Josie: 33 Taiping Rd, Kuala Kangsar Perak, 
Malaysia. (Medicine)
PAVUSA, Peter: 158 West St, Mt. Isa, Q., 4825. (Law) 
PEARSON, Dan: Mail Service 102, Ingham, Q., 4850. (Veter­
inary Science)
PEARSON, John: 102 M illerSt, Bargara, Q .,4670. (Arts/Law) 
PERRY, Geroge: "E llw yn ” , Morven, Q., 4468. (Veterinary 
Science)
PHAM, Anh Van: 50 Nguyen An Nint Cantho, South Viet­
nam. (Science)
PILLAY, Uga: 325 Park Station Rd, Greenwood Park, 
Durban, South Africa. (Post Graduate Psychology) 
POWELL, Mark: 110 Boys Ave, Maryborough, Q., 4650. 
(Veterinary Science)
POTHITAEN, Wisuth: Kamalasai; Kalasin, Thailand. (Post 
Graduate Government)
PROCTOR, Gayle: 205 McCoombe St, Cairns, Q., 4870. 
(Post Graduate Psychology)
PURDON, Susan: 4 Wahcumba St, Dutton Park, Q., 4012. 
(Law)
QAZI, Ahmad: V ili and Post, Lohalia, Dist. Pavuakhali, 
Bangladesh. (Post Graduate Agricutlural Science)
RAWAL, Yussuf: Street Horni Sham. Sharakpur, Pakistan. 
(Post Graduate Engineering)
RAZI, Mohammed: P.O. Box 863, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, 
Malaysia. (Medicine)
RETNAM, Kantha: "A va lon", Corner Rd, Batticoloa, Sri 
Lanka. (Post Graduate Literary Studies)
RIGBY, Anne: 229 Swann Rd, Taringa East, Q., 4068. 
(Post Graduate Urban Studies)
RUSCOE, Peter: P.O. Box 171, Kingaroy, Q., 4610. (Med-, 
¡cine)
SAVAGE, Clive: 56 Lanigan St, Rockhampton, Q.. 4700. 
(Arts)
SAW, Stanley: 344 Jiu Pekeliling, Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, 
Malaysia. (Engineering)
SCHMIDT, Barry: Stratford Hotel, Cairns, Q., 4870. (Med­
icine)
SCOTT, Ruth: cl- South Pacific Brewers, P.O. Box 6550, 
Boroko, P.N.G. (Arts)
SEE, David: 404 Jin Tuanku Abdul Rahman, Kuala Lumpur, 
Selangor, Malaysia. (Medicine)
SEETO, Richard: P.O. Box 1209, Lae, P.N.G. (Economics) 
SHAFEEGU, Mohammed: Thidiranmaje, Memrer, Male. 
Maidive Islands. (Engineering)
SHIHAB, Salah: Bageechage, Male, Maidive Islands. (Econ­
omics)
SKALA, Steven: 678 Logan Rd. Greenslopes,Q.,4120. (Law) 
SNOW, Malcolm: 3 Crown St, Toowoomba, Q., 4350. (Town 
Planning)
SOOI, Neoh Gin: 44J Bunga Raya Park, S.G. Patani, Kedah, 
Malaysia. (Post Graduate Management)
SUDARMANA, David: 18 J.L. Gadah Mada, Semerang, 
Indonesia. (Engineering)
SUPAJANYA, Thiva: 180 Mahaisawan Rd. Brookalow, 
Thornburi, Bangkok, Thailand. (Post Graduate Geology) 
SVERDLOFF, Maree: P.O. Box 132, Collinsville, Q., 4804. 
(Physiotherapy)
TANG, Tony: 50 Keilet St, Auchenflower, Q., 4066. (Mathe­
matics)
TEH, Robert: 4 Rd, 5/4 Jalan Tanjong, Rojaling Jaya.
Selangor, Malaysia. (Engineering)
THELANDER, Lynelle: "Worral Creek", Gradule, Q., 4319. 
(Arts)
TODD, Warren: 7 Francis St, Goondiwindi, Q., 4390. (Med­
icine)
TOH, Swee Yow: 43 Caulfield St, T.9, Rambutan, Perak, 
West Malaysia. (Commerce)
TRANTER, B ill: "Renarli Valley'', Millaa Millaa, Q., 4886. 
(Veterinary Science)
TUDSRI, Sayan: cl- Department o f Plants, Kasetsart Uni 
versity, Thailand. (Post Graduate Tropical Agronomy) 
TWIGG, A listair: 29 Esplanade, Lota, Q.,4179. (Economics!
WALADDE, Sam: P.O. Box 14324, Mengo, Uganda. (Pos 
Graduate Agricultural Science)
WALTERS, Christine: 14 Booker St, Maryborough, Q 
4650. (Occupational Therapy)
WELLS, Kaiva: 11 Totten St, Bundaberg, Q., 4670. (Social 
Work)
WHITCHURCH, Margaret: School Lane, Emerald, Q., 4720. 
(Social Work)
W HITNALL, Janette: 6 Mant St, Kingaroy, Q., 4610. (Post 
Graduate Science)
WINNING, Gail: 23 Bale St, Ascot, Q., 4007. (Arts/Law) 
WONG, Tony: 58 Blue Pool Rd, Happy Valley, Hong Kona. 
(Pharmacy)
WONG, Wesley: P.O. Box 336, Lae, P.N.G. (Commerce/Law) 
WRIGHT, Teresa: Mt Cotton Rd, M t Cotton, Q., 416.5. 
(Social Work)
W YLIE, John: cl- South Pacific Brewers, Boroko, P.N.G 
(Post Graduate Economics)
YATA, Susan: 5007 Pte, Tremble, Algonac, Michigan, 48001, 
U.S.A. (Post Graduate Journalism)
YELLAND, Stephen: 10 River Crescent, Cypress Gardens, 
Q., 4217. (Medicine)
ZANDER, Andrew: Kiel Mt Rd, Woombye, Q., 4559. (Engin­
eering)
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